ACADEMIC INFRASTRUCTURE

The Institute is presently housed in a Five Storey building with Lecture Theatres fitted with Audio Visual Aids. Academic infrastructure comprises of latest ultra modern equipments and ample reference material on various topics providing a pure academic atmosphere to undertake serious studies and research based activities. IIF is developing ultra modern buildings on a plot of 7 acres with a project cost of Rs. 25 crores.

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

IIF Library is a reservoir of a large collection of information, sources, resources and services organised well for use of its students, faculty, alumni, researchers and public.

IIF has well equipped library with over 55000 thoughtfully selected books on finance, accounting, management, economics, taxation etc. The library has over 105 doctoral dissertations, subscribing over 900 Academic Professional journals & magazines, has over 5000 latest financial statements of more than 550 private & public sector enterprises and financial institutions. IIF Library has latest reprographics facilities for easy dissemination of knowledge.

The library is enriched with government reports, reports of international agencies such as World Bank, IMF, United Nations, ADB, WIDER, Stock Exchange Directory, Statistical Abstracts of different Indian states, Newsletters, Projects Working Papers and large number of other publications. IIF library also maintains a good record of finance related articles published in various national & international newspapers and journals. IIF Library acts as depository library of various international institutions and agencies.

IIF is subscribing to over 3714 e-journals in the area of Management, Finance & Economics through ProQuest Inc. & JStor. Students at IIF have facility to access over 37000 full text Business Dissertations; inputs from Economic Intelligence unit (EIU) including EIU views wire from 195 Countries; 20+ EIU Country Finance reports and more than 40+ EIU World Commodity reports; Oxford Analytica (40200+ Oxford Analytica Daily brief Service articles; 60+ Oxford Analytica Country profiles; 2000+ Oxford Economic forecasting Country briefings); over 1,25,000 Author Profiles; more than 6000 Business Case studies, 7200+ Annual Company reports, 17,500+ SSRN working papers).

IIF Library Resource information is available online at our website www.iif.edu. Researchers, Professors, students from the academic fraternity and members of society can access the resource free of charge.

IIF Computer Centre provides a centralized computing facility to complement the teaching and research function of the Institute. Various software packages and graphic tools are maintained to facilitate the general computing requirements. IIF has developed a well equipped computer center having 125 Computers supported by IBM Net finity 3000 based servers with multiple Pentium nodes & stand alone PCs with Multi Media Facilities. Various software packages, financial packages & graphical tools are maintained to facilitate the general computing requirement.

Peripherals used at present are HP Laser Printers, CD-RW, HP 3p Scanjet, HP Deskjet Printers, Dot - Matrix Printers, mouse & high speed fax Modems.

IIF Computer Centre also offers Wi-Fi Wireless Internet and E-Mail facilities to have an easy global access.